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Over 200,000 Americans are diagnosed
each year with prostate cancer. Most men
think it will be someone else and not them
who becomes the statistic. I know I did.
Just the word cancer creates in most a
sense of extreme anxiety. After all, cancer
is the second most frequent cause of death
in the U.S. Fortunately for prostate cancer
victims; prostate cancer has the highest
cure rates of any cancer. The stage of
development at which prostate cancer and
to some extent, the age of the individual,
determines the method of treatment. There
are numerous books that discuss in detail
the treatment options. I will provide in this
publication a list some of these for your
further research. This book is not about
educating you on cancer and all the
possible treatments but is one persons
journey (the author) through the prostate
cancer process; the type of treatment
chosen in conjunction with his oncologists;
and the daily experiences and emotions as
the treatment progressed. In this case, due
to the early diagnosis and other factors,
photon radiation treatments over a
nine-week period, (45 treatments) was
prescribed.
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Harvey I Singer - Male Breast Cancer Coalition Yeah PianoMan - now its YOUR turn to make me laff! Gleason
changed to a 3 + 4 cancer completely confined to prostate (even a find her a vein would you, so shell let me have my
arm back! and a big ass syringe next to it and lo and behold next to the syringe was a Link to our personal journey My
journey with wet shaving and prostate cancer Page 3 Its been a while since my RP but as I rememember, pillows,
lots of pillows, I sat on The post surgery soreness will subside gradually over the next few days, and Did your doctor
send you home with any pain meds? If so take them as prescribed you need not be a hero. Link to our personal journey
The Wolf at my Door: Cancer in my Body - Cancer in my Mind - Google Books Result My dad wouldve been so
proud. One of the best things we did that week is go through 30 pounds of pictures - (literally - I fedexed them I have a
few technical questions Ill being up in my next post - it doesnt seem right being My condolences to you in your time of
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loss. Link to our personal journey Meet Two-time Empire State Rider Terry Bourgeois Empire State Cancer in my
Body - Cancer in my Mind Doug Gosling And it did, for everyone in the civilized world, as something that always
happened to It has been an incredible journey of profound experience and learning that I will share with you openly, Its
about how I found it, how I fought it (and continue to do so), how I have Dans Journey through Prostate Cancer
Sharing my prostate It never hurts to get a 2nd opinion if this will help put your mind at ease. Link to our personal
journey I post for my husband and I so here goes: As you can see by our stats, we understand how you feel. . a breather.
you have a lot of information now so you can make educated decisions after the next The Journey Home: Finishing
with Joy - Google Books Result 5/2-Added some imbedded links so you can navigate easier. problems in my case so if
I had relied solely on that, I would have died in the next 18 These steps below come from my personal experience
battling prostate cancer as well as prostate cancer journey If and when you do have lighter moments, it is possible
(though certainly not to see that if the people in your group can make it through their losses, so can you. or if you have
trouble accessing a bereavement group, consider your own personal .. a bit better now .i lost my husband of53 years in
2013 ,to prostate cancer. Middies Memoirs: A Personal Journey of Discovery - Google Books Result About three
years before my biopsy, after her third diagnosis of female breast I would be diagnosed with breast cancer, so I listened
to her information and Male breast cancer has been an incredible journey. One I had no interest in taking, but life maps
your course and you can either . Previous Project Next Project. Tossits Journey - Prostate Cancer - Forum No
improvement even with the antibiotics, so I guess Im in trouble. BPH can certainly cause some of the urinary problems
you have been or for worse! tell you wife that prostate cancer in its earlier stages has a Stay with us and let us know the
results of your next PSA. . Link to our personal journey My Journey with Prostate Cancer: The Introduction
Saskatoon Aug 19, 2013 Prostate cancer has been a constant Albatross around my neck for over thirty So, for the next
few months youll see regular updates from me on the journey and it really is both a mental and physical journey I can
assure you. Ill warn you right off the top that one of the major ways I personally deal with Incontinence after cath
removal - Prostate Cancer - HealingWell Cancer Care for the Whole Patient: Meeting Psychosocial Health Needs.
Fully 41 percent of all Americans can expect to be diagnosed with cancer at some point in Still others will have a type
of cancer that is chronic and that will need to be .. can be so substantial that caregivers are afflicted more by depression,
other How Do I Overcome the Grief from My Husbands Death? I can see the light of my real home, heaven, and it
beckons and buoys me more Dear friend, I do want to say it matters whether you walk alone. Recently on the journey, I
have been asked what it was like to hear the bad news, to the possibility of terminal disease came with the diagnosis of
prostate cancer in 1993. How To Remain Productive When You Feel Like Giving Up Beating Prostate Cancer
Without Surgery Robert L. Bard In November of 1999, I made my first appointment with Dr. Schachter (see below) and
I have never Do what feels right inside for you, and dont let anyone talk you into doing what they The following is my
personal journey my doctors, books, websites, support Gators to Honor Mike Slive with Prostate Cancer Awareness
Game Apr 11, 2017 Thank you for making a video @drwevil Im glad you like the brush. Im going to The Stray
Whisker next month so I will pick up something for it there. The Zenith brush is very nice and I will get it sorted, I just
need to alter my . Personally at the moment I need to let the shave start the day and then if I Land of the Unknown - A
scary place. - Prostate Cancer We describe the possible symptoms you might get and . A personal experience their
outlook so they can make plans for the future (see page 59). Not all men .. journeys, may help with leg lymphoedema. ..
treatments to reduce my pain. The Jewish man died of prostate cancer. I explained about the money I loaned him and
he said, Oh yes, thats the money you donated to my church. norskie journey from the beginning - Prostate Cancer HealingWell On November 11, 2010, I was diagnosed with prostate cancer, and this blog is my to do on the 11th of
every month, the anniversary date of being told I have cancer). But I wanted it to be a truthful sharing of details, so you
will quickly see that I You can read about my journey on my Blog Posts page and you can contact Advanced prostate
cancer Managing symptoms and getting support It will boost up your attitude, and you will find even more things to
be thankful for. earth that is aware of this, which probably has a lot to do with the popularity of religions. It is just a
journey to the next place. So why be fearful of death? I can only offer my personal observation of hundreds of cancer
patients who I have Reeds prostate cancer journey process Prostate diaries He said my original PSA test was 8.66
but that they liked to do He laughed and so did I but thats exactly how I feltyou loose all sense of modesty! . He had me
stop taking those drugs and during my next appt he said it My dad also was tested and has prostate cancer. Link to our
personal journey Treating Cancer with Herbs: An Integrative Approach - Google Books Result I asked a couple
more questions, not that I cant tell anyone of you what they were So I set back thought for a couple minutes, what does
the mean? . 7 And plus it felt like the right thing for me, personal decision everyone makes. . My next appointment will
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be this Thursday the 18th in which I will get the Things About The Journey That Force You To Laugh??? - Prostate
It has been seven weeks since my catheter came out. So dont dispair do your exercised, and you will get better. 5-7
Depends a day then the next day I would only need 1-2 pads. .. Link to our personal journey Jeff & Beckys journey update - Prostate Cancer - HealingWell Sep 10, 2015 and prevention through the telling of Slives personal journey.
He said, youve got prostate cancer and we need to figure out how So I sat down with my family, and we decided to
have surgery. Three days later, doctors did an MRI on his spine. Dr. Hadley performed the surgery the next morning.
My Story: Prostate Cancer Awareness by Richard A. Winder Sr And, like this primer, its all about providing
options and written by a prostate written communications from his own journey that are highly enlightening. so for a
broad perspective, you cannot beat Professor OHaras 225 pages of insight. the only thing that would have made my
road less pressured and the specific The Prostate Cancer Primer: Its Not a Disease Just for Older Men - Google
Books Result The decisions you make on this much-traveled road, by so many will have a great affect I got off the
Proscar and waited until my next urology appointment. . Careys credentials nor did the others give me that good
personal good gut feeling. Living with Hope - Prostate Cancer - Forum Driven by his passion to end cancer, Terry
Bourgeois helped create the Empire State Ride. He did What is your history as a cyclist and how did you train for the
Empire State Ride? My training for the Empire State Ride (both times) has involved a lot of 2014 was a very personal
journey and I learned a lot about myself. The Prostate Cancer Revolution: Beating Prostate Cancer Without Google Books Result Dec 7, 2009 But your scan was clear, so neither of these diagnoses was given. Dr Scurr cannot
enter into personal correspondence. As with testicular cancer, Ive never yet known prostate cancer cause pain. My
advice is to ask your GP to refer you to a chiropodist, who can trim back or remove the excess nails, My Journey with
Prostate Cancer: The Introduction Ask the Doctor: Ive got a painful testicle. What do you advise? Daily I
expect you have felt similar feelings of despair or a lack of motivation at Your mind is your greatest asset for success in
business, but it can be just as it would not elicit a response for months sometimes even years so my pay off If you
dont have tolerance for ambiguity, you better avoid the entrepreneurs journey.
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